
Cut out Go board 

 

For the stones try using black and white buttons or M&M’s! 

 

""Darling, it's better down where it's wetter..." - Sebastian the crab 

 

The "Underwater Chess and Go" event was great fun and went, if you'll excuse the 

terrible pun, rather swimmingly. Many thanks are owed to all who partook, to the 

iron-stomached folk from PhotoSoc who accepted the unenviable task of 

photographing us, and to the Galway Bay Hotel who agreed to rent us their pool for 

the evening. It was such great fun, in fact, that ChessSoc's auditor deeply regretted 

not joining us, and has insisted that we repeat the event next semester so that she can 

partake. It seems I shall have to invest in some prescription goggles. 

The simultaneous chess exhibition went well too, with GM Jones defeating all of his 

opponents, bar one who managed a draw. 

The Galway Chess Congress was a great success, with some 150 competitors taking 

part. Congratulations to our vice-auditor, the sand-bagger, who managed 2nd place in 

the Minors section. 

This month GoSoc and ChessSoc are organising a Table Quiz like no other in the 

College Bar on the 24th. 

And if anyone is stuck for an idea for Hallowe'en and would be interested in being 

part of a human chess set, drop us an email atchesssoc.nuig@gmail.com. 

This is the extent of the ramble for this issue, I'm afraid - if anyone really wants to 

read further wafflings they can subscribe to the ChessSoc emails by 

emailing chesssoc.nuig@gmail.com asking to be added to the mailing list. Failing 

that, we shall hope to see you all for a game of chess or go of a Wednesday in 

Smokey's anytime from 8 onwards. 

On an almost completely unrelated note, just to avoid the arguments when we end up 

playing Scrabble in Java's after Chess of a Wednesday, here are the two-letter words 

officially recognised by SOWPODS, so you can keep a list of them handy: 

AA, AB, AD, AE, AG, 

AH, AI, AL, AM, AN, 

AR, AS, AT, AW, AX, 

AY 

FA, FE, FY, GI, GO, GU, 

HA, HE, HI, HM, HO, 

FA, FE, FY, GI, GO, GU, 

HA, HE, HI, HM, HO 

NA, NE, NO, NU, NY, 

OB, OD, OE, OF, OH, OI, 

OM, ON, OO, OP, OR, 

OS, OU, OW, OX, OY 

 BA, BE, BI, BO, BY ID, IF, IN, IO, IS, IT PA, PE, PI, PO, QI 

CH, DA, DE, DI, DO JA, JO, KA, KI, KO, KY RE, SH, SI, SO, ST 

EA, ED, EE, EF, EH, EL, 

EM, EN, ER, ES, ET, EX 

LA, LI, LO, MA, ME, MI, 

MM, MO, MU, MY 

TA, TE, TI, TO, UG, UH, 

UM, UN, UP, UR, US, 

UT 

And of course  WE, WO, XI, XU, YA, YE, YO, YU, ZA, ZO. 
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   Eyes in Go    

What is an eye in the game of Go?  This is a very important concept in Go and can 

mean the life and death of a group of your stones, so let me answer that question with 

some examples. 

In Dia 1. white can’t place a stone on the intersections A, B or C, since it would be 

suicide, we call these spaces eyes. 

However one eye is not enough for a group to live, if we look at dia 2. we can see 

that the black stones in the corner can be killed by playing at X.  

 

So how can a group of stones live? We must make two eyes with the group. In dia 3. 

the black group has two eyes and is thus alive, white needs to simultaneously play at 

both A and B to kill black which is not allowed.  

However one must be careful of false eyes. In dia 4. white can play at X and kill the 

marked stone. Now black is left with only one eye at Y and is thus, dead as a 

doorknob. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Puzzles 

Kakuro Puzzle. The rules: 

1. Only the digits 1 to 9 may be used; 

2. The numbers in the boxes must add up to the total as given in half boxes (right 

diagonal number = Sum of numbers on right, Bottom diagonal number = Sum of 

numbers below) 

3. A number may not be used in a sum more than once. 

 
Chess Puzzle. Black to play, (find the best 

series of moves for Black assuming optimal 

play on White's part). 
Maths Puzzle. How long is a piece of 

string? 

You have a piece of string approximately 

40,074 kilometres long which lies on the 

ground all along the equator. How much 

longer would you need to make this piece of 

string to raise all of it one metre off the 

ground? 

 

   Life and Death puzzles   

In the following problems it is black to play and either make two eyes or kill the 

white group. When doing these don’t play it out on the board straight away, 

instead try and read the moves one by one in your head to find the solution. 

Good Luck! 

 

 

 

 



 


